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1. Abstract – What to expect from this paper
Leaders all over the world are facing the challenge of transitioning their company from working
in a stable environment to surviving and thriving in the age of digital transformation. The
business environment is getting more fluid and it needs a different approach, related to the
new circumstances. This includes dealing with the following questions:
(1) A clear view of the situation at hand: Are you operating on “solid land”, requiring
classical leadership, or rather on “fluid water”, in need for more agile leadership?
(2) Do you understand the why, how and what of the transformation?
(3) What are the core changes of the transformation – how is the world different now,
compared to before?
(4) What are the key principles for successfully leading in the digital transformation?
(5) What are the basic and most important tools for a leader in the digital
transformation?

The metaphor of surfing the digital disruption makes the necessary mind-, skill- and
toolset to master the transformation more intuitively accessible and acts as a handbook
for sustainable leadership in the new digital age.
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2. Intro and Overview
The Disruption Surfer – How to respond to the waves of change

2.1.

Stable land vs. fluid water

The world we live and work in has become more and more fluid over the past years. Changes
are happening so fast that we can barely build on a solid ground anymore. In the past, most
companies reasonably worked like this: An industrial company, for example, did a lot of
research and forecasts built a factory of the perfect size, at the perfect place with the goal that
it would work and exist for a few decades. In comparison to that, today the most valuable
companies have little fixed assets. Up-to-date ideas and solutions, connecting resources and
constant adoption became much more important. If we are looking for a metaphor for the
modern leader, we should start with the underground. Nowadays, the underground of the
modern leader is much more like water or air than of a solid earth underground due to an
unpredictable and fast changing market. Following that thought, the waves in the sea serve
well as a metaphor for the waves of disruption. And then the surfer represents the agile leader
in this picture.
Waves often arise far away on the horizon before they come to the coast, where their size is
only predictable at short notice. Therefore, any wave can either be a threat or a great chance
for the surfer. An experienced surfer knows how to observe the waves and chooses the right
one for him or her.
As a leader in the digital transformation, you do well if you keep an eye on the approaching
waves of change. In the media we encounter many companies which are drowning because
they ignored the changes, often coming from an unexpected side. Or they do not ignore them
but only recognize them, when it is already too late. In the meanwhile, others could perceive
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the opportunities and the creative potential of the changes and seize the unexpected
possibilities which suddenly arise.
But let’s not fall into a typical trap of management literature, which is to overgeneralize by
condemning past approaches and preaching the “right” new approach. Not each part of a
business has become fluid. There is still room and need for “classic” management, like e.g.
planning, defining processes, monitoring etc.
Industries differ in regards of how much they are affected by change. Furthermore, in each
company some departments are more stable than others. Usually it’s IT, strategy and
innovation departments which take the lead in speed of change. These departments really
need to surf on fluid underground to move on. Other departments in the same company might
have good reasons to work on solid ground, using similar processes over the years and staying
successful.
Duncan (1) and March (2) introduced the idea of ambidexterity, stating that an organization
needs to be able to explore new fields of business and to exploit those afterwards. Exploration
includes things such as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, flexibility, discovery or
innovation, whereas exploitation includes refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection,
implementation, and execution. Companies that focus only on exploration face the risk of
wasting resources on ideas that may not prove useful or never be developed. On the other
hand, companies that focus only on exploitation may accept status quo performance and
products and fail to reach optimal levels of success. Exploration fits to the metaphor of water
and exploitation to the metaphor of land. Leadership in a company needs to be able to work
with “both hands” (ambidextrous) in order to succeed.
Reflection questions:
-

Which departments in your organization operate on fluid ground, which on solid? And
is that reasonable?
How is the underground you as a leader are operating on?
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2.2.

The Why, How & What for leaders in the digital transformation

After having analysed that the environment of our current leadership challenge is on fluid
underground, we can introduce the overview of the MDI model of the Disruption Surfer with
the following illustration:

We have 3 main components:
1. The water, representing the fast-changing business environment is the Why.
2. The mindset of the surfer is the How.
3. The surfboard, representing the agile leadership tools is the What.
Together, they show an approach of how a leader can get the most out of the waves of
disruption. We call our Disruption Surfer Maya. Why Maya? We’ll get to that later.
For now, let’s have a closer look at each of the three components.
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3. Why - 6 Core changes of Digital transformation1

Digitalization is a global mega trend that forces almost all companies to change significantly.
But what are the main characteristics of those changes around us? If we understand better
what is changing in our environment, we have higher chances to work on the right adjustments
within the organization to reach a better fit with the environment.
In our disruption surfer metaphor this means: Before surfer Maya paddles into the ocean, she
observes the waves.
In short, the waves of the digital disruption are “FLUENT”:

1

Based on Khan 3
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FLUENT describes the 6 core changes of the digital disruption:
1. F for Flat hierarchies
Organizational hierarchies nowadays are flatter than ever before. Why? Because this removes
communication barriers and enables us to find solutions faster.
2. L for Limpid transparency
Information becomes more transparent with the internet of things and all its devices. With your
footprint on social media, with using your smart phone, it became very difficult to do things
secretly. At the same time, you can run a business on other continents with e.g. using Slack,
Google docs, Yammer, Trello and many other kinds of cloud software.
3. U for Uncertainty and complexity
An innovation or an unforeseen start-up comes along every few weeks. In a global
environment, more and more system elements interact with each other and often you do not
find clear cause-and-effect relationships. Therefore, aligning business strategy and planning
for the future have never been more complex and uncertain as they are now. Often
organizations need to increase internal complexity to get along with external complexity. E.g.
a retail chain needs to build up an online shop and blend the physical with the online world,
finding a way to balance classical retail management with the agile world of online
development.
4. E for Enabled knowledge workers
Through the increased transparency of knowledge, goals, structure inside of companies, the
permanent possibility to “google” information and higher education levels, workers become
more enabled to take decisions on their own. This can be a valuable opportunity to speed up
processes and motivate your team at the same time. In a knowledge economy, people want
to have a say. And they also need to be empowered to make decisions close to the client or
the technical challenge. Hierarchy is too slow. Laloux’s reinventing organizations, holocracy,
lateral leadership etc. point at democratic alternatives. Hierarchy loses influence but will not
fade totally.
5. N for Networking
We as people and with our devices are more connected than ever before. Billions of
smartphone users can interact with each other without time delay. Experts are forming
worldwide research networks, crowdsourcing allows to receive many ideas, financial resources
etc. with little cost and time investment.
Those who manage to leverage this networking power to their advantage are the big winners
of the digital disruption. Look at Uber, Airbnb or Netflix: They own little to nothing, but still
managed to become industry leaders merely by creating a valuable network structure between
their suppliers and customers.
6. T for Technological progress (probably the biggest driver)
From our internal procedures to the customer journey and the management of our supply chain
management: digital technology is ubiquitous – disrupting and opening opportunities at an
increasingly high pace. And it is not only the digitalization that drives technological progress:
We also have huge developments with impact on our daily lives in the areas of e.g. genomics,
nanotechnology and alternative energy forms.
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Back to the metaphor: the 6 core changes above define the characteristics of the waves
leaders are facing. While each wave is unique, there are patterns. If we know how to read
them, we will be successful in picking and surfing the next right wave.
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4. How: Mindset – Agile Principles
4.1.

The woman who surfed the biggest wave ever

With knowledge about what determines the waves of change today, let’s focus on the mindset
and skillset of a lateral leader and get back to disruption surfer. She carries the name Maya in
respect of Maya Gabeira who is credited with riding the biggest wave ever by a female. This
extraordinary story started on October 28th, 2013. On this day, Gabeira lost consciousness
and nearly drowned while surfing a massive wave at Praia do Norte, Nazaré, Portugal. She
was saved by her fellow Brazilian big-wave surfer Carlos Burle, ending up in the hospital.
After a long recovery period, a lot of preparation and training Gabeira surfed a 68ft (20,8mts)
high wave in January 2018 in Nazaré, PT, recorded in the Guinness Book of World Records
as the biggest wave surfed by a female surfer.
Maya expressed a special mindset of overcoming her fears of huge waves, which were almost
killing her. And she did not give up but stayed persistent and managed something that no
woman ever has achieved. Courageous acting and persistence are two important qualities that
an entrepreneur and a leader should develop to succeed in digital transformation.

4.2.

TIE – Transparency, Iteration and Empowerment

We did some research, filtering out the principles behind the most used agile tools like SCRUM,
Design Thinking, OKR and many more. The principles are the common denominators, which
make the tools work. The question was: If I as a leader do not want to implement a full Design
Thinking process, or change our MbO to OKR for the whole company – is there still something
in these tools which I can apply in my daily work?
In total we found 19 principles within those tools – which we then broke down into three main
agile principles. Transparency, iteration and empowerment.
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Let’s put this theory to test: Please take a moment to think of your favourite agile tool and its
characteristics, then compare to the picture above. Most likely, will find one or all of the three
agile principles as well.2
Look for example at a SCRUM process: Empowered employees meet on a regular basis to
post to-dos on a wall, visible for the whole team.
Or take Design Thinking: the team iterates the 6 given process steps, builds various prototypes
and shares them transparently with the customer to get instant feedback.
The same goes for OKR, Business Model Canvas, and many more.
What makes the three key principles so special and powerful is the fact that they show up in
all agile tools because they all aid the primary challenges posed by the digital transformation:
the need for agility and to adapt quickly in the face of change.
In traditional companies or simply in areas, where the land metaphor fits better than the
FLUENT water metaphor, you often find a contrary leadership mindset: Hierarchical decisions
made by central departments and long-term plans. In a classical retail or industry organization,
this can partly still work, but in an agile environment a leader will have more success with a
mindset tied to TIE: Transparency, Iteration and Empowerment. The related core skills of
leading in the digital transformation are:
‐
‐
‐

Being transparent and fostering a trustful, transparent environment
Use iteration and prototyping instead of perfect planning for developing customer centric
solutions
Continuously work on building competencies and confidence within your team to raise the
empowerment level.

2

Your favorite agile tool does have complementary or additional principles? We’d love to discuss this with you,
please reach out at contact@mdi‐training.com
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5. What: Agile Tools
After looking at the relevant mindset and core skills of an agile leader, let’s now introduce the
perhaps most popular agile tools. Maya, our surfer, basically only needs a fitting surfboard.
Our agile leader needs a few tools more. We identified 6 typical application areas and always
assigned one popular agile tool.

Let’s start at the head end that indicates the direction of movement. Each day new ideas and
technologies shape the market around us, some of them might question the business model
of our company now or in the future. With the Business Model Canvas an agile leader can
evaluate and adopt the own business model on a frequent basis.
Traditional companies use MbO to cascade the strategic goals down the hierarchy breaking
them into operational goals. Agile leaders need shorter cycles, more focus and higher ambition.
That’s why most of the Silicon Valley companies work with OKR (objectives and key results).
In order to transform goals into action, agile companies use SCRUM to manage projects
effectively.
On the other side of the board you see Design thinking as recommended tool for innovation &
problem solving.
And Agile Leadership as a tool bundle for leading people. Agile Leadership summarizes Lateral
Leadership, Inclusive Leadership and Servant Leadership.
In the middle of the board you see the heart piece of the agile tools: Motivation 3.0, a paradigm
shift from extrinsic motivation to understanding the main motives of creative knowledge
workers, being autonomy, mastery and purpose.
While going into detail with each tool would lead us too far here, our intention is to offer you an
overview helping you to make conscious decisions about which agile tool a leader can choose
for different purposes. It may also help you to analyse which tools, knowledge and skills you
already have and which ones you want to develop within your company.
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6. Summary
In a nutshell, the purpose of our disruption surfer model is to make the necessary mindset,
skillset and toolset for mastering the digital transformation more intuitively accessible. And to
be a handy guide for the modern leader, facing challenges in the new digital age. Let’s sum
the story up:
We started with using the underground we operate on as a metaphor for the environment, also
introducing the concept of ambidexterity and going deeper into fluid vs. stable undergrounds.
With a focus on the fluid underground, we worked with the picture of waves and used the
acronym FLUENT to outline the distinctive characteristics of the digital transformation.
When it comes to key leadership principles for successful agile leaders, we met the TIEmindset of transparency, iteration and empowerment before finishing by illustrating the 6
common agile tools for important application areas of leadership.

We hope you can use this whitepaper both as inspiration for you as a leader as well as base
for further discussions within your organization. We wish for you to become like Maya,
successfully surfing the waves of the disruption and possibly contributing to boost positive
impact in the world. Leadership matters. And so do you.
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